Method and apparatus for soft tissue material parameter estimation using tissue tagged Magnetic Resonance Imaging.
We describe an experimental method and apparatus for the estimation of constitutive parameters of soft tissue using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), in particular for the estimation of passive myocardial material properties. MRI tissue tagged images were acquired with simultaneous pressure recordings, while the tissue was cyclically deformed using a custom built reciprocating pump actuator A continuous three-dimensional (3D) displacement field was reconstructed from the imaged tag motion. Cavity volume changes and local tissue microstructure were determined from phase contrast velocity and diffusion tensor MR images, respectively. The Finite Element Method (FEM) was used to solve the finite elasticity problem and obtain the displacement field that satisfied the applied boundary conditions and a given set of material parameters. The material parameters which best fit the FEM predicted displacements to the displacements reconstructed from the tagged images were found by nonlinear optimization. The equipment and method were validated using inflation of a deformable silicon gel phantom in the shape of a cylindrical annulus. The silicon gel was well described by a neo-Hookian material law with a single material parameter C1=8.71+/-0.06kPa, estimated independently using a rotational shear apparatus. The MRI derived parameter was allowed to vary regionally and was estimated as C1 =8.80+/-0.86kPa across the model. Preliminary results from the passive inflation of an isolated arrested pig heart are also presented, demonstrating the feasibility of the apparatus and method for isolated heart preparations. FEM based models can therefore estimate constitutive parameters accurately and reliably from MRI tagging data.